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Dominique Turner is a high performing project manager with multiple years of 
experience in higher education. He is currently the director of operations for 
International Programs at the University of Maryland University College (UMUC). 
As director, he oversees the day-to-day activities of the office and supports the 
relationship between UMUC and their international entities. Prior to this position, 
he was the associate director of admissions. While in this position, Dominique 
developed and implemented a new team of virtual solution advisors within the 
Office of Admissions that increased the efficiency and response rate of inquiries 
to the Office of Admissions. He also published Sharing a product idea: Is it worth 
the cost? Journal of Case Studies, a publication used as a basis for class 
discussion. 

Prior to joining the UMUC team, he was a lead property administrator with 
Science Applications International Corporation, a technology company providing 
government services and information technology support. While in the position, 
he reduced the contract inventory loss rate by 50% for the 2014 Fiscal Year 
Equipment Inventory. This reduction helped the company meet their .5% loss 
rate imposed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the first 
time. Dominique’s other positions include assistant director of student services at 
George Washington University, project management consultant with Piedmont 
International Consulting, and more. 

Dominique holds a Graduate Certificate in project management, Master of Public 
Administration in management and public policy, and Bachelor of Science in 
government / political science. He will soon pursue a Doctor of Philosophy in 
higher education at Morgan State University. Dominique is a member of the 
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (ASFAA), Project 
Management Institute (PMI), International Customer Management Institute 
(ICMI), and Pi Alpha Alpha - The Global Honor Society for Public Affairs & 
Administration. Outside of work, Dominique enjoys fishing, volunteering with his 
church, and spending time with his family and friends. 

	


